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AN ALL SEASON PARADISE 

for  ADVENTURE and  SERENITY

At The Khyber Resort & Spa, Gulmarg, every season 

unveils a tapestry of unforgettable experiences. 

Enjoy the thrill of winter with exhilarating skiing and 

snowboarding adventures, on pristine snow beneath 

clear azure skies. Or embark on exhilarating treks, 

fishing expeditions and picnics with stunning vistas 

and blooming meadows. Whether you seek heart-

pounding excitement, tranquil exploration or leisure 

indoor activities, this Himalayan haven promises an 

enchanting escape throughout the year.



Few places in the world are as special as Gulmarg, and when 

you stay at The Khyber, it promises to be nothing short of magical. 

With picture-postcard backdrops, you will take home photographs 

and videos that will colour your memories for a lifetime! 



Whether it’s outdoor adventures 

or something leisurely indoors, our concierge can 

suggest interesting itineraries or set you up 

for a day of discoveries.



an 
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for  
every

season



SUMMER
pleasures

Enjoy the beauty of summer in the valley with golden light 

shimmering on the peaks and grassy meadows blooming 

with wild flowers. You will be inspired by the many ways to 

enjoy the outdoors in cool summer of Gulmarg. 



Golf

The resort is situated at a walkable distance 
from the world’s highest green golf course. 
A must visit for golf enthusiasts as well as 
nature lovers. 

Treks, sightseeing 
& Picnics

Whether you like to plan things or simply wing 
it, Gulmarg with its wide range of walking trails, 
fruit farms, trek routes, and waterfalls will 
never disappoint you. 

GONDOLA RIDE

Feel like you are on top of the world on the 
Gulmarg Gondola. It will take your breath away 
as you soar above the beauty of the landscape 
and make your way to the top.  



Trout Fish Angling

Gulmarg is home to dozens of species of trout. 
and a perfect place to grab a rod and bait and 
hone your passion or learn this new skill. But 
remember, fishing is addictive! 

Horse Riding

An ideal activity for both, kids as well as 
seasoned riders. Depending on your level 
of skill, follow exciting trails in the forest on 
horseback.

CHILDREN’S PARK

Amid rolling hills, towering pine trees and floating 
clouds, the Gulmarg Children’s Park is a perfect 
haunt for both adults and children to spend some 
quality time together. Spread across an area of  
one acre and features a number of fun activities 
for children.  

ATV around Gulmarg

The all-terrain vehicle is a great way to explore 
the beauty of the destination, have a lot of fun - 
without exerting yourself too much. 



WINTER
adventures

Winter adds a different colour to the allure of Gulmarg. 

With fields of pristine snow covering everything in sight, 

winter offers a different level of excitement, and you will 

really feel the white carpet has been laid out for you.



Skiing & Snowboarding 

As India’s only boutique ski resort, The Khyber 
equipped with state of the art resources 
for backcountry skiing, free riding and 
snowboarding. and providing ski enthusiasts 
with 1800 - 2000 vertical skiing meters of  
awe- inspiring landscape.

Sledge, Snowmobile,  
ATV Rides 

Take to the slopes with a different kind of 
adventure. Sledge along at a relaxed pace down 
gentle slopes or carve out fresh powder as you 
zip around in a snowmobile – both equally 
exhilarating.  You could also explore the terrain on 
an ATV with a side of adrenaline rush. 

Gondola Rides

Goldola rides in the winter give you an entirely 
different high. As you glide over the blankets 
of fresh snow to reach the craggy peaks, it feels 
nothing short of  a fairytale.



Sightseeing 

The natural sights around Gulmarg provide  
an amazing and different experience in winter.  
The frozen Drung waterfall will leave you 
astounded - and taking a hundred selfies!

HELI SKI rides 

For the ultimate ‘birds-eye’ view of  Gulmarg 
dressed in white - your private vehicle in the sky! 
Indulge in this very special once in a lifetime 
adventure and take home memories for a lifetime.

Ice Skating

During winters, lakes of the valley transform 
into sheer sheets of ice. Outdoor skating 
rinks are set up in frozen lakes and valleys of 
Gulmarg. For Ice Skating & Ice Hockey buffs, 
there is an Ice Skating Rink right at the heart  
of Gulmarg town near the cable car station.



Activities 
at the resort

The Khyber has been conceived as a destination in itself. 

With luxurious spaces to lounge in, a spa and special 

activity areas, should you prefer to remain indoors, there is 

so much to keep you engaged that you may just not want to 

venture out! 



IGLOO ~ The Kids Play Area  

Our play areas are ideal for all age groups and 
interest levels and definitely made for family 
time together. Table tennis, carrom , board 
games , PlayStation, Soft toys, Snooker, a cards 
room - you’ll pray for a rainy day!

DEN ~ The Private Theatre

Just the spot to cozy up with friends and family 
and watch old favourites or catch up on the 
latest releases over pop corn - and whatever 
else you wish to order. 

The Khyber Spa by 
L’Occitane

After a day of exertions there’s nothing more 
rewarding than a pampering spa session. 
Indulge yourself with relaxing and restorative 
therapies in our world class spa.

All Season Swimming Pool

With its unbeatable views, our temperature 
controlled pool makes you believe you are out in 
the midst of nature. The setting is magical and it 
is arguably India’s most photographed pool!



fitness centre

Elevate your fitness routine in our contemporary 
gym where cutting-edge equipment meets 
stunning vistas. You’ll find your workouts will be 
energized by the inspiring landscapes.  

Shopping

Discover the finest of Kashmir’s crafts carefully 
curated at our Atelier. From intricate sozni 
embroidery and fine pashminas to walnut and 
rose wood creations, exquisite papier mâché 
objects, local saffron and honey, you don’t have 
to go far to pick up the best. 

Snooker Room

Snooker and pool enthusiasts will be delighted 
with our Snooker Room. Warm and cozy, it’s a 
great place to retreat to after a day’s adventures 
- spend hours playing solo or with friends.

Steam / Sauna /Jacuzzi

To unwind on a snowy day in the relaxing 
warmth of a Jacuzzi or Sauna is pure 
heaven. Make it a part of your spa session, 
work out or simply to restore energy.



Places of Interest Around the Khyber 

• The Gondola Base Station: 400 Mts.
• Ski Slope: 700 Mts.
• Ice Hockey: 500 Mts.
• Horse Riding: 400 Mts.
• ATV Station: 400 Mts.
• St Mary’s Church: 750 mts.
• Strawberry Valley & Childrens Park: 1.5 Kms
• Gulmarg Market: 800 Mts.
• Golf Course and Club: 2 Kms
• Shiva Temple or Rani Temple: 1.5 Kms
• Botapathri: 10 Kms
• BabaReshi Shrine: 12 Kms
• Drung ( Waterfall & Fishing): 16 Kms
• Alpather Glacier Lake: 3 Km Trek from Gondola Phase-II
• Apple, Cherry, Pear Orchids: 16 Kms



the best of all seasons 
at one destination



www.khyberhotels.com

Hotel Khyber Road, Forest Block, Gulmarg, Jammu and Kashmir 193403


